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46 Vaeschanan To calculate Tekufas/Mazulas104 73239426047247World

49 Vaeschanan Not to forget what one already studied15 242359139World

49 Vaeschanan One should not curse themselves128 212177World

49 Vaeschanan Not to disconnect the heart from the Torah235World

410 Vaeschanan Not to forget what happened at Mount Sinai2 144110247268290World

415 Vaeschanan Not to do anything that will avoid keeping 
healthy

291World

415 Vaeschanan To watch on one's health29163World

439 Vaeschanan To believe that Hashem is everywhere1 481World

51 Vaeschanan To study the laws of the Mitzvos14106 42181823625433World

514 Vaeschanan To stop our small children from working on 
Shabbos

35World

514 Vaeschanan To stop our slaves from  working  on Shabbos36 11444160226World

517 Vaeschanan Not to give false testimony34World

416 26641 Robbery and Lost 
Objects

518 Vaeschanan Not to desire another's possession261 3420651013World

417 22 Fundamentals of 
Torah

64 Vaeschanan To know that He is one2 2 3 22World

418 33 Fundamentals of 
Torah

65 Vaeschanan To love Him3 3 2464954044 3122World

419 11Torah Study 67 Vaeschanan To learn and to teach Torah one's children and 
any other Jew

1511 43182833725634World

420 1011 Reading the 
Shema

67 Vaeschanan To say the Shema twice daily105 129225232 181721World

67 Vaeschanan To say the Shema in the Morning38 1World

67 Vaeschanan To say the Shema in the Evening49 2World

67 Vaeschanan To study Torah until one remembers it all701468318258World

421 128 Tefillin, Mezuza 
and Sefer Torah

68 Vaeschanan To bind Tefillin on the arm513 24213World

422 139 Tefillin, Mezuza 
and Sefer Torah

68 Vaeschanan To wear tefillin on the head612 25224World

68 Vaeschanan To bind Tefillin on the arm and on the head154 245223994111World

423 1512 Tefillin, Mezuza 
and Sefer Torah

69 Vaeschanan To put a mezuzah on each door post8155 15 31681740045 2358World

612 Vaeschanan Not to forget Hashem, always to remember 
Hashem

1 145134248267360World

4Fundamentals of 
Torah

613 Vaeschanan To fear Hashem14 4 25147940518 4136World

424 616 Vaeschanan Not to test Hashem B"H and prophet unduly65World

64Fundamentals of 
Torah

616 Vaeschanan Not to test the prophet unduly323World
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618 Vaeschanan To do more than required by law 2137World

425 187Kings and their 
Wars
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Not to desire another's possession
Coveting
Negative Commandment 266
 
The 266th prohibition is that we are forbidden to occupy our thoughts with our desire for someone else's property and to develop a craving 
for it, and dwell upon it, since this will lead us to carry out a plan to acquire it.

The expression used for this prohibition is G‑d's statement,1 "Do not desire (lo sisaveh) your neighbor's house."

These two prohibitions [lo sach'mod and lo sisaveh] do not have the same goal.2 The first prohibition, lo sach'mod, forbids buying 
someone else's belongings, whereas the second, lo sisaveh, prohibits even having the feeling of desire and envy.

The Mechilta says, "Here it says 'Do not envy [lo sach'mod] your neighbor's house,' and later it says, 'Do not desire [lo sisaveh] your 
neighbor's house.' This makes the desire and the envy separate prohibitions." It also says there, "How do we know that a person's desire 
will lead him to envy? Since the Torah says 'Do not desire' [lo sisaveh] and 'Do not be envious' [lo sach'mod]. How do we know that if he is 
envious he will ultimately commit robbery? Since the Torah says,3 "They envied fields and robbed them."

The explanation of this passage is as follows: If one sees a fine object that belongs to his brother, and allows his thoughts to gain control 
over him, and develops a desire for it, he transgresses G‑d's statement (exalted be He), "Do not desire" [lo sisaveh].

Then his love for the object will become stronger and he will carry out a plan to acquire it — coaxing him and pushing him to sell it or to 
trade it for something better and more expensive. Should he reach his goal, when he acquires it, he also transgresses the prohibition, "Do 
not be envious," since by pushing and scheming he acquired his friend's object even though he had no intention of selling it. At this point, 
he has transgressed two prohibitions, as we have explained.

If, however, the owner, because of his love for the object, refuses to sell or trade it, then his great desire for it will cause him to take it by 
force and violence. At that point he also transgresses the prohibition, "Do not commit robbery." Think about this in relation to the story of 
Achav and Navos.4

We have therefore explained the difference between lo sisaveh and lo sach'mod.

FOOTNOTES 
1.  Ibid., 5:18.
2.  In which case they would not count as separate mitzvos. See the Ninth Introductory Principle.
3.  Michah 2:2.
4.  Kings I, Ch. 21.

To know that He is one
G-d’s Unity
Positive Commandment 2
 
The 2nd mitzvah is that we are commanded to acquire knowledge1 of the nature of G‑d's Unity, i.e. to understand that the Original Creator 
and Source of all existence is One.

The source of this commandment is G‑d's statement2 (exalted be He), "Hear [i.e. "understand"] O Israel, G‑d is our Lord, G‑d is One."

In most Midrashim you will find this mitzvah described [in the context of G‑d's statement that a certain kindness was done to the Jewish 
people,] "on condition that they unify My Name," "on condition that they unite Me," or a similar expression. They mean to say that G‑d 
took us out of bondage and heaped kindness upon us upon condition that we have His Unity firmly fixed in our minds — since we are 
required to do so. [From this we see that knowledge of His unity is an actual requirement, and is therefore counted as one of the 613 
commandments.]

In many places the expression is used, "the mitzvah of His Unity" [the word "mitzvah" also indicating that this counts as one of the 613 
commandments.]

Our Sages3 also called this mitzvah "Kingdom," saying that [the paragraph Shema is read before V'haya] "in order to accept upon oneself 
the yoke of the Kingdom of Heaven," i.e. to acknowledge and comprehend His Unity.

FOOTNOTES 
1.  See footnote 1.
See Hilchos Yesodei Hatorah, Ch. 1:7, for details of the knowledge mandatory for fulfillment of this mitzvah. See also, Guide to the 
Perplexed, Pt. I, Ch.50-69.
2.  Deut. 6:4.
3.  See Berachos 13a; 61b.
4.  It has been suggested that the Rambam's intention is as follows: The Talmud could have given the reason, "in order to fulfill the 
mitzvah of reciting the Shema." The phrase, "Kingdom of Heaven" stresses the additional significance of Shema, in that it also involves 
the mitzvah of Unity. See Rif Perlo, Vol. I, p. 71a.

To love Him
Loving G-d
Positive Commandment 3
 
The 3rd mitzva is that we are commanded to love G‑d (exalted be He), i.e. to meditate upon and closely examine His mitzvos, His 
commandments, and His works, in order to understand Him; and through this understanding to achieve a feeling of ecstasy. This is the 
goal of the commandment to love G‑d.



To love Him
[We can see that meditation is the way to create this feeling of love1 from] the Sifri: "From the statement, 'You shall love G‑d your Lord'2, 
can I know how to love G‑d? The Torah therefore says, 'and these words which I command you today shall be upon your heart'3; i.e. that 
through this [meditation about His commandments] you will understand the nature of 'the One Who spoke, and thereby brought the world 
into being.' "

From this it is clear that meditation will lead to understanding, and then a feeling of enjoyment and love will follow automatically [since 
the second verse explains the way to reach the goal of the previous verse.]

Our Sages also said that this mitzvah includes calling out to all mankind to serve G‑d (exalted be He) and to believe in Him. This is because 
when you love a person, for example, you praise him and call out to others to draw close to him. So too, if you truly love G‑d — through 
your understanding and realization of His true existence — you will certainly spread this true knowledge that you know to the ignorant and 
the foolish.

[We see that this mitzvah includes spreading love for G‑d to others from] the Sifri: " 'You shall love G‑d,' i.e. make Him beloved among 
the creatures as your father Avraham did, as it is written, 'The souls that he made in Charan.'4".

The meaning of this Sifri: Avraham, as a result of his deep understanding of G‑d, acquired love for G‑d, as the verse testifies, "Avraham, 
who loved Me"5. This powerful love therefore caused him to call out to all mankind to believe in G‑d. So too, you shall love Him to the 
extent that you draw others to Him.

FOOTNOTES 
1.  The obvious problem with having a commandment to "love," is that emotions cannot be compelled. The Rambam therefore proves that 
the commandment is to study and meditate, which will automatically lead to the emotion.
2.  Deut. 6:5.
3.  Deut. 6:6.
4.  Gen. 12:5.
5.  Isi. 41:8.

To learn and to teach Torah one's children and any other Jew
Studying and Teaching Torah
Positive Commandment 11
 
The 11th mitzvah is that we are commanded to study and to teach the wisdom of Torah. This is called Talmud Torah.

The source of this commandment is G‑d's statement,1 "Teach them to your children."

The Sifri says, "The phrase,2 'Teach them to your children,' refers to your students. One similarly finds all over that students are called 
children, as it is written,3 'And the children [i.e. the students] of the prophets went out.'"

Our Sages also said there, "The word,4 'Teach them,' signifies that they should be sharp in your mouth5; that when someone asks you 
something, you should not stammer, but rather answer him immediately."

This commandment is repeated numerous times: "Learn them,"6 "Do them,"7 "So that you will learn them."8 This commandment is 
stressed and encouraged in various passages spread throughout the Talmud.

Women are exempt from this commandment, since the verse says,9 "Teach your sons." Our Sages explain, "[This obligation applies to 
teaching] 'your sons,' and not your daughters," as explained in tractate Kidushin.10

FOOTNOTES 
1.  Deut. 6:7.
2.  Ibid.
3.  Kings II, 2:3.
4.  Deut. 6:7.
5.  The Hebrew word, "teach them," [v'shinantam] can also be read, "sharpen them," from the root, l'shanen.
6.  Deut. 5:1, 11:19.
7.  Numbers 15:. See Kapach, 5731, note 53.
8.  Deut. 31:12.
9.  Deut. 11:19.
10.  30a.

To say the Shema twice daily
The Shema
Positive Commandment 10
 
The 10th mitzvah is that we are commanded to recite the Shema1 daily, both in the evening and in the morning.

The source of this commandment is G‑d's statement (exalted be He),2 "And you shall speak of them when you sit in your house [and when 
you walk on the road, when you lie down and when you rise.]"

The details of this mitzvah have been explained in the tractate Berachos. There3 it is explained that reciting Shema is a Biblical 
requirement.4

The Tosefta5 explains [regarding the mitzvah of prayer]: "Just as the Torah established the time for reciting Shema, so our Sages 
established a time for prayer." The meaning of this statement is as follows: Although prayer itself is ordained by the Torah, as explained 
above,6 the set times for prayer are not. The Sages established the times for prayer. This is also the meaning of the statement,7 "The 



To say the Shema twice daily
prayers were established to correspond to the tamid sacrifices."8 This means that the Sages established the times of prayer to correspond to 
the times of the sacrifices.9

Women are not obligated in this mitzvah.
 
FOOTNOTES 
1.  Deut. 6:4.
2.  Deut. 6:7.
3.  Berachos 21a.
4.  The Rambam brings this to prove that this mitzvah, since it is Biblical in origin, counts among the 613.
5.  Berachos, beginning of Ch. 3.
6.  P5.
7.  Berachos 26a.
8.  See P39.
9.  These passages prove that not only is the recital of Shema itself ordained by the Torah, but that the times are also ordained by the Torah. 
This makes reciting Shema a mitzvah she'ha'zman groma — a mitzvah connected with a set time — from which women are exempt. See 
Yad HaLevi on Sefer Hamitzvos, P10, note 1.

To bind Tefillin on the arm
The Head Tefillin
Positive Commandment 12
 
The 12th mitzvah is that we are commanded in the actions1 involving the tefillin worn on the head.

The source of this commandment is G‑d's statement (exalted be He), "And they shall be for totafos between your eyes."2

This mitzvah is repeated in the Torah four times.3

FOOTNOTES 
1.  In addition to actually placing the tefillin on the head, the writing of the tefillin, forming the boxes, etc., are also included in the mitzvah. 
See Kapach etc., 5731, note 56. P'er Hamelech, p. 47.
2.  Deut. 6:8.
3.  Ex. 13:9; 13:16; Deut. 6:8; 11:18.

To wear tefillin on the head
The Arm Tefillin
Positive Commandment 13
 
The 13th mitzvah is that we are commanded in the actions1 involving the tefillin worn on the arm.

The source of this commandment is G‑d's statement (exalted be He), "And you shall bind them for a sign upon your hand."2

This mitzvah is also repeated in the Torah four times.3

The proof that the tefillin of the head and of the hand count as two separate mitzvos is from the tractate Menachos.4 In this passage, the 
Sages expressed surprise at the one who proposed that one may not wear the tefillin of the head and of the hand independently unless both 
of them are available.5 The exact quote is, "One who doesn't have two mitzvos, shouldn't do one mitzvah?!"

The meaning of this statement: A person that does not have the possibility of performing two mitzvos shouldn't perform at least one 
mitzvah?! Certainly not — he should perform the mitzvah available to him, and therefore don whichever of them [i.e. tefillin of the head or 
of the hand] is available.

We see from this passage that tefillin of the hand and of the head are called "two mitzvos."

Women are not obligated in these two mitzvos [of tefillin]. This exemption can be seen from G‑d's statement (exalted be He) stating the 
reason for this obligation [of wearing tefillin], "In order that G‑d's Torah be in your mouth"6 — and women are not obligated in Torah 
study. This is the Mechilta's explanation.

All the details of these two mitzvos have been explained in the 4th chapter of Menachos.7

FOOTNOTES 
1.  In addition to actually tying the tefillin on the hand, the writing of the tefillin, forming the boxes, etc., are also included in the mitzvah. 
See Kapach etc., 5731, note 56. P'er Hamelech, p. 47
2.  Deut. 6:8.
3.  Ex. 13:9; 13:16; Deut. 6:8; 11:18.
4.  44a.
5.  I.e. only when the person has both tefillin (head and hand) is he allowed to wear one of them without the other. However, should he have 
only one of them, even that one may not be worn. The Gemara explains this Sage's rationale: if we allow such a person to wear the one 
type of tefillin which he has, perhaps he will be lax and never acquire the second type of tefillin. However, if the person has both tefillin 
available to him, we have no such suspicion. See Menachos 44a. Rashi, ibid. Kapach, 5731 ed. note 60, regarding the previous erroneous 
translation from the Arabic.
6.  Ex. 13:9.
7.  31b. In our versions of the Gemara, this is

To put a mezuzah on each door post



To put a mezuzah on each door post
The Mezuzah
Positive Commandment 15
 
The 15th mitzvah is that we are commanded in the actions1 involving the mezuzah.

The source of this commandment is G‑d's statement (exalted be He),2 "And you shall write them upon the doorposts of your house and 
upon your gates."

This identical command is repeated in the Torah.3

All the details of this mitzvah have been explained in the third chapter of tractate Menachos.4

FOOTNOTES 
1.  The mitzvah includes preparing the parchment, writing the mezuzah, and affixing it to the doorpost. See Kapach, 5731, note 72.
2.  Deut. 6:9.
3.  Deut. 11:20.
4.  31ff.

To fear Hashem
Fearing G-d
Positive Commandment 4
 
The 4th mitzvah is that we are commanded to establish in our minds fear and dread of G‑d (exalted be He); that we not be calm and 
nonchalant, but be constantly concerned of imminent punishment1 [for misdeeds.]

The biblical source of this commandment is G‑d's statement2 (exalted be He), "You shall fear G‑d your Lord."

At3 the end of tractate Sanhedrin4, there is a discussion of G‑d's statement5 (exalted be He), "Anyone who is nokev (curses) G‑d's Name 
shall be put to death." [The Talmud asks:] "Perhaps the word nokev means, 'utters,' as in the verse6, 'Who were mentioned (nikvu) by 
name'; the prohibition7 being the verse, 'You shall fear G‑d your Lord.' "

The meaning of this question: "Perhaps the verse, 'nokev G‑d's Name' means merely uttering G‑d's Name even without a curse. And if one 
wonders 'What prohibition can there be in this?', it is [the prohibition not] to erase one's fear of G‑d; because included in fear of G‑d is not 
mentioning His Name in vain."8

The Talmud answers this question and rejects this approach as follows: "First of all, [in order to be punishable by death,] the person must 
have used 'one Name against another,' i.e. cursed one of G‑d's Names with another of G‑d's Names, as in the saying, 'Let Yosi strike 
Yosi,'9 and [if he merely mentioned G‑d's Name in vain,] he did not fulfill this condition."

[The Talmud continues:] "Furthermore, this prohibition is stated as a positive commandment, and cannot technically serve as a 
prohibition."

This means that the suggestion, "the prohibition is from the verse, 'You shall fear G‑d,' " is incorrect, because this verse is a positive 
commandment, and a punishment can never be based on a positive commandment.

This passage clearly indicates that "You shall fear G‑d," is a positive commandment.

FOOTNOTES 
1.  Although here the Rambam describes the commandment as fear of punishment, in Mishneh Torah, Hilchos Yesodei Hatorah, 2:1-2 and 
4:12, he defines it as awe growing out of a realization of G‑d's greatness.
See Kinas Sofrim on Sefer Hamitzvos, P9; On the Teachings of Chassidus, Ch. 13, footnote, regarding the greater precision of Mishneh 
Torah.
2.  Deut. 6:13.
3.  The Rambam now quotes and explains a Talmudic passage in order to prove that this mitzvah is a positive commandment. The passage 
deals primarily with another mitzvah, the prohibition of cursing G‑d, but makes important mention of our verse, "You shall fear G‑d."
For the sake of clarity, we will quote the entire passage without the Rambam's explanation:
"Perhaps the word nokev means, 'utters,' as in the verse, 'Who were mentioned (nikvu) by name'; the prohibition being the verse, 'You 
shall fear G‑d your Lord'!
"First of all, [in order to be punished,] the person must have used 'one Name against another; and [if he merely mentioned G‑d's Name in 
vain,] he did not fulfill this condition."
"Furthermore, this prohibition is stated as a positive commandment, and cannot technically serve as a prohibition."
4.  56a.
5.  Lev. 24:16.
6.  Num. 1:17.
7.  Every punishable act in the Torah must have two verses describing it: one stating that the act is prohibited, and another dictating the 
particular punishment. The verse containing the punishment is clearly Lev. 24:16.
However, the verse setting forth the actual prohibition is in doubt. If nokev is translated, "curse" (as is indeed the conclusion), the actual 
prohibition comes from Ex. 22:27, "Do not curse G‑d." Since the Talmud is attempting to translate nokev differently, i.e. "to mention," it 
attempts to find another verse (namely, Deut. 6:13) to serve as the actual prohibition of mentioning G‑d's Name.
8.  According to the questioner, then, it is clear that the verse, "You shall fear G‑d" is a prohibition.
9.  When the court examined the witnesses who heard the curse uttered, the name "Yosi" was used instead of G‑d's real Name, in order to 
minimize its use. "Yosi" was chosen because it has 4 letters, as does G‑d's Name, and because it has the numerical value of 86, as does 
G‑d's Name Elokim. See Rashi on Sanhedrin.

Not to test Hashem B"H and prophet unduly



Not to test Hashem B"H and prophet unduly

Not to test the prophet unduly
Testing G‑d
Negative Commandment 64
 
The 64th prohibition is that we are forbidden from testing His promises and warnings (exalted be He), that He has promised or warned us 
through His prophets. This would be done by doubting his words once we know that the one who has spoken to us is truly a prophet.1

The source of this commandment is G‑d's statement,2 "Do not test G‑d your Lord as you tested Him in Massah."

FOOTNOTES 
1.  See Hilchos Yesodei HaTorah Ch. 7-10 regarding how to recognize a true prophet.
2.  Deut. 6:16.

Destroy the seven Canaanite nations
Destroying the Seven Canaanite Nations
Positive Commandment 187
 
The 187th mitzvah is that we are commanded to kill and destroy the seven nations [of Canaan]1 because they are the prime worshippers and 
original source of idolatry.

The source of this commandment is G‑d's statement2 (exalted be He), "You must wipe them out completely." [Scripture3] explains the 
reason for this commandment is to keep us from learning from their heresy. Many verses encourage and urge that they be killed, and 
waging war against them is a milchemes mitzvah [mandatory war].

Since these seven nations no longer exist4 a person could think that this commandment is not noheg l'doros [for all generations5]. But only 
someone who does not understand the concept of noheg l'doros would think such a thing. A command that can be fulfilled without being 
limited to a certain time is considered noheg l'doros, because if the act would become possible in any generation, the mitzvah would apply. 
When G‑d will totally destroy the descendants of Amalek and remove them for all time — as will be speedily in our days, as G‑d (exalted 
be He) promised,6 "I will wipe out the memory of Amalek" — will we say that the mitzvah to wipe out the memory of Amalek7 was not 
noheg l'doros? This is not true, for in any generation when one finds a descendant of Amalek, he must be killed. The same applies to this 
mitzvah of killing all descendants of the seven nations, which is a milchemes mitzvah. In every generation we are required to uproot them 
and search after them down to the last individual. We did this until King David destroyed them completely, with the survivors being 
scattered and assimilated among the nations until they disappeared.

But although they no longer exist, the mitzvah to kill them is still considered noheg l'doros, just as the mitzvah to wage war against Amalek 
is considered noheg l'doros even after their destruction. This is because it is not dependant on a certain time or place, such as in Egypt8 or 
in the desert.9 The mitzvah is dependant solely upon the object of the mitzvah: whenever they are found, the mitzvah must be fulfilled.

The general rule is that you must understand and contemplate upon the difference between the commandment itself10 and this that the 
commandment deals with.11 There are mitzvos where the object of the commandment has ceased to exist in a certain generation,12 but this 
does not render the mitzvah not noheg l'doros, since the commandment itself applies forever.

For a commandment to be considered not noheg l'doros, the opposite would be true. The specific object in the specific state does exist; but 
the obligation to perform the specific act or follow the certain law only applies at a certain time. Today, even though the object exists, the 
commandment does not. An example of this would be an elderly Levite, who was not allowed to serve [in the Mishkan] in the desert, but is 
allowed today, as we explained in the proper place.13 Be sure you understand this and keep it in mind.

FOOTNOTES 
1.  Chitti, Emori, Canaani, Prizi, Chivi, Yevusi and Girgashi — Deut. 7:1.
2.  Deut. 20:17.
3.  Ibid., 20:18.
4.  See Hilchos Melachim 5:4.
5.  In the Third Introductory Principle, the Rambam explains that in order to be counted among the 613 mitzvos, the commandment must 
apply for all generations. Since the seven nations no longer exist, it would therefore seem that this commandment shouldn't be counted.
6.  Ex. 17:14.
7.  Deut. 25:19; P188 below.
8.  E.g. those associated with the special Pesach sacrifice in Egypt. See Ex. 12:23.
9.  E.g. those associated with transporting the Mishkan [Tabernacle]. See the Third Introductory Principle.
10.  [10]. In our case, killing the seven nations.
11.  In our case, the seven nations.
12.  See N53.
13.  "Today," refers to the Levite serving in the Holy Temple in Jerusalem. A Levite was disqualified from serving in the desert after he 
reached the age of fifty; in the Holy Temple, however, he was allowed. See Hilchos Klei HaMikdash 3:8; Chullin 24a; Third Introductory 
Principle.

Not to show favor to them (idolaters)
Kindness towards Idol-Worshipers
Negative Commandment 50
 
The 50th prohibition is that we are forbidden from having pity on idol worshippers or from being impressed1 with anything associated with 
them.

The source of this commandment is G‑d's statement (exalted be He),2 "Lo techanem." ["You shall not allow them to find grace in your 



Not to show favor to them (idolaters)
eyes."]

The Oral Tradition explains that this means, "Do not ascribe grace to them." It is even prohibited to say about an idol worshipper who has a 
beautiful appearance, "This person is beautiful," or "This person has a beautiful face," as explained in our Talmud.3

The Jerusalem Talmud, tractate Avodah Zarah4 says, "The prohibition not to ascribe grace to them counts as a prohibition."

FOOTNOTES 
1.  Kapach translates the Arabic "as'tachsan" into the Hebrew, "l'shabe'ach," which is literally translated, "to praise" (as Chavel does). In 
note 62, however, Kapach writes that he uses this word only because there is no Hebrew word which expresses the Arabic, which 
connotates being emotionally affected by the beauty of something of theirs.
2.  Deut. ibid.
3.  Avodah Zarah 20a.
4.  Chapter 1, Halachah 9

Not to marry non-Jews whether from the 7 nations or otherwise
Intermarriage
Negative Commandment 52
 
The 52nd prohibition is that we are forbidden from marrying heretics.1

The source of this commandment is G‑d's statement,2 "do not intermarry with them," which then explains what kind of intermarriage is 
referred to — "do not give your daughters to their sons, and do not take their daughters for your sons."

Tractate Avodah Zarah3 states clearly, "the Torah prohibition applies where there is marriage."

There are variations regarding the punishment for one who transgresses this prohibition. If he has relations with her in public, the 
punishment is carried out by one who kills him while he is in the act — as Pinchas did to Zimri.4 Our Sages said5 [regarding this law]: "a 
man who has relations with a non-Jew — the zealous are allowed to kill him." This is true only upon certain conditions: that the act was 
done in public and the act is still in progress, just it as happened [with Pinchas and Zimri].

If, however, nobody knows of the act, or he separated from her before the zealous could kill him, his punishment is kares. This kares is not 
explicitly mentioned in Scripture. Our Sages asked,6 "what if the zealous do not kill him?" They explain that he receives kares, as it is 
written,7 "[Yehudah has rebelled...] because Yehudah, who was holy to G‑d, has profaned himself; because he loved and had relations with 
the daughter of a foreign god. G‑d will give kares to the one who does this, [he will neither be] a student nor a teacher." [In reference to this] 
our Sages said, "from here we learn that he receives kares."

Whenever it is determined that a man has had relations with a non-Jewish woman, and there were witnesses and a warning,8 he is lashed by 
Torah law. One should understand this.

The details of this law are explained in Avodah Zarah9 and Sanhedrin.10

FOOTNOTES 
1.  I.e. all non-Jews, regardless of whether they worship idols or not. See Hilchos Issurei Biyah, 12:1. Kapach, 5731, note 74.
2.  Deut. 7:3.
3.  36b.
4.  Num. 25:6-8.
5.  Sanhedrin 81b.
6.  Ibid. 82a.
7.  Malachi 2:11-12.
8.  And, as mentioned above, there was marriage.
9.  36b.
10.  82a.


